Congressman Jeff Denham, a Republican from California, said Wednesday’s failure showed that immigration reform must be a bipartisan effort.

The measure was designed to meet Trump’s hardline vision of the US immigration system, including funding for a border wall and increased interior enforcement against undocumented immigrants.

The measure evolved to address two urgent crises triggered by Trump’s hardline immigration agenda: his cancellation of a program that shielded from deportation hundreds of thousands of young, undocumented immigrants brought to the US as children, known as Dreamers, and the “zero-tolerance” policy which led to the family separations.

As proposed, the measure would have included $25bn for Trump’s long-sought wall along the southern border – though Trump had promised during the campaign that Mexico would pay for its construction.

There were extraordinary scenes outside the UCU’s London headquarters when dozens of academics turned up to voice their disapproval, armed with placards, loudhailers and even a smoke bomb.

The success of the UCU lecturers’ strike is in part thanks to their support.

Proposing the motion, Richard Griffiths, of the union’s inner London branch, said that RE had developed into a subject “that allows for critical thinking, big questions, allows children to explore their own and other religious beliefs and non-beliefs.”
When the right to withdrawal was introduced in 1998 RE’s main purpose was nurturing children into Christianity, he added.

Police defend family’s shrine to dead burglar Henry Vincent

Iain Gordon pulls the flowers down from a fence opposite Richard Osborn-Brooks’s house in Hither Green

Since then, tributes have been repeatedly ripped down before being replaced by Vincent’s family

Russia promises Syria S-300 missile system to boost Assad’s defences

Although Colonel Hall has diplomatic immunity and cannot be arrested or tried, Mr Baig’s family has launched a civil case against him, seeking up to $1 million (£700,000) in compensation.

Pakistani officials have also demanded that the US waive Colonel Hall’s immunity, but there is no indication Washington would consider such a move.

Then in 2015 Labour’s Hilary Benn made a speech about Syrian horrors and the House broke into applause.

He said that he felt shame at atrocities committed by the British but also pride at the empire’s role in ending the slave trade.

Professor Nigel Biggar has called for a more balanced view of Britain’s colonial past

Regimes like Russia and China ‘profit from the West’s colonial guilt

But sources have told The Times that Jones has been convinced by Cipriani’s form in guiding Wasps to the Aviva Premiership semi-finals to pick him for the three-Test series next month.

The 30-year-old’s man-of-the-match performance against Newcastle Falcons last weekend is believed to have sealed his place in the squad and a long-awaited chance to rekindle his international career.
Farrell is expected to be named captain in Hartley’s place.

Ali al-Marri’s allegations of torture are supported by detention logs which are set to reignite the controversy over the US handling of al-Qaida suspects.

Official figures from the Netherlands’ central bureau of statistics show a near doubling of deaths on electric bikes in the last 12 months, three-quarters of which involved men of 65 years or over.

The proposals were made under the parliament’s own-initiative powers, meaning they had no implications for EU law.

Against the backdrop of Brexit, tensions have flared over Britain’s role in EU scientific projects.

Greg Clark, the business secretary, has taken legal advice on whether the UK can reclaim €1.4bn it has invested since the project’s launch.

Hank Azaria on The Simpsons' Apu controversy: 'I'm willing to step aside'

The actor, who voices the role, says he could be replaced by an Indian or south Asian actor and called for more diverse voices in the show’s writing room.

He made the comments on Stephen Colbert’s The Late Show, where he called for the creators of The Simpsons to listen to the criticism over Apu.

Stuffed into the skull of one man they found four sheep’s teeth

Wherever he goes, or whoever visits him, Donald Trump’s handshake style makes headlines.

The Canadian prime minister clutched the top of Trump’s right arm with his left hand to brace himself against the inevitable tug.

With Macron – who has form in besting the Trump-shake – Trump brushed what he said was dandruff off the French leader’s shoulder,

On Macron’s US trip this week, he
once again repeated the hand-holding trick.

Video has repeatedly appeared to show Melania declining or being slow to grasp her husband’s hand in public. Asked by the Guardian if Melania Trump was supportive when news broke of her husband’s alleged affair with a pornographic actor, 

Give Melania a voice” was not intended as a comment on Melania’s taciturn image or her role in the White House. However this study provides hard evidence that it is possible to eliminate artemisinin-resistant falciparum malaria rapidly if the will and the financial support are forthcoming,” said Oxford University’s Prof François Nosten. 
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Mexico City police found 416 totoaba swim bladders, prized for their purported rejuvenating qualities, in passenger’s suitcases the prosecutor general’s office said in a statement on Wednesday. The totoaba’s swim bladder – an organ certain fish species use to control their buoyancy – is prized in Chinese traditional medicine for its purported rejuvenating qualities, and can fetch up to $20,000 on the black market. The critically endangered totoaba is native to the Gulf of California, off Mexico’s western coast. 
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It is the capital of one of Europe’s most popular holiday destinations but Palma de Mallorca will be the first city in Spain to ban private homeowners from renting their apartments to visitors. 
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Madagascar’s vanilla wars: prized spice drives death and deforestation Madagascar is the world’s primary supplier of pods used to flavour ice cream, cakes and chocolate. 

Time is running out for Madagascar –
evolution’s last, and greatest, laboratory

Vanilla is adding to deforestation pressures. At Masoala national park – which is one of Madagascar’s best protected forests and home to many endangered species of lemur – visitors can hear the sound of chainsaws and see recently felled trees.

Supreme court appears to lean in favor of Trump’s right to impose travel ban

Key judges signal support for president’s authority, as court weighs whether his motivation was national security or religious animus

Chief justice John Roberts and Justice Anthony Kennedy, the two most likely swing votes on the nine-judge court, both expressed skepticism over attempts to undermine Trump’s authority on what the president’s side insists is a matter of national security.

The exchange was emblematic of both the unprecedented nature of Trump’s travel ban, which indefinitely bars more than 150 million people from gaining entry to the United States, and what many see as the core issue before the court: was the president’s action motivated by an actual national security threat or by animus toward a particular religion?

The travel ban was elevated to the conservative-leaning supreme court, which now stands as Trump’s best hope to uphold what remains one of the most divisive actions of his presidency.

Despite California's liberal image, half California's liberal favor travel ban and more deportations image

The travel ban case marked the final arguments of the supreme court’s current term.
Malaysia election: confusion as rival questions Mahathir's right to be sworn in

The election of Mahathir Mohamad as Malaysia’s new leader has been thrown into doubt after his rival Najib Razak refused to concede defeat and was allegedly offering opposition candidates $6m to switch sides.

However, Mahathir’s confirmation faced setbacks on Thursday morning, with reports that the king was refusing to swear him in and that Najib was attempting to swing the election his way by buying up candidates in the state of Sabah.

The price meat, dairy and vegetables would all be increased by more than 4%, according to evidence from the British Retail Consortium to the Lords committee’s inquiry.

Half the UK’s food is imported, with 30% from from the EU, 11% from countries with EU trade deals and the rest from other foreign sources.

Port Heiden’s tribal council president, John Christensen Jr, was on a beach ride with four-wheelers and smelled something foul.

China's ZTE may be first major casualty of trade war with US

ZTE, one of the world’s largest telecom equipment makers, may be the first major casualty of a trade war brewing between China and the US.

The announcement comes less than a month after the US banned American firms from selling hardware and software to ZTE for seven years, effectively cutting off the company’s supply chain.

The company’s official channel on Tmall, owned by Alibaba, carried a photo of shirtless men rowing a dragon boat and the phrase “Spring is used for struggle”, a slogan Chinese president Xi Jinping once used in a speech in 2013.

The ban on ZTE, one of China’s first telecom companies to succeed
internationally, is also a sign of how deeply entrenched frictions between the US and China are amid an ongoing internationally trade dispute.

China’s ministry of commerce said officials made “solemn representations” on behalf of ZTE during trade talks in Beijing last week with a visiting US delegation but they yielded few results.

Hawaii's evacuees on life by the volcano: 'People think we're crazy to live here'

Hawaii's Kilauea volcano erupts

A whole town has been ordered to evacuate after the eruption of the Kilauea volcano on Hawaii’s Big Island caused lava to flow in residential areas, followed by two large earthquakes.

Kilauea is one of the world's most active volcanoes.

Most of Kilauea’s activity has been non-explosive, but an eruption in 1924 spewed ash and nine tonnes of rocks into the sky, leaving one man dead.

Puu Oo’s 1983 eruption resulted in lava fountains soaring over 460 metres (1,500ft) high. In the decades since, the lava flow has buried large areas of land and destroyed many homes.

The red tops' obsession with Meghan Markle’s father is a warning of the abuse to come

Thomas Markle has been an unexpected gift for the UK’s feral press.

Scotland’s favourite non-alcoholic drink banned from Turnberry resort over its carpet-staining properties

White House diplomacy has dipped to a new low after it emerged that Donald Trump’s luxury golf resort in Turnberry, Scotland, has banned the sale of Irn-Bru on the premises.
Turnberry’s general manager, Ralph Porciani, told the Ayrshire Post: “We can’t have it staining when to replace the ballroom carpet would be £500,000 alone.

The latest affront comes after a change in recipe cut the sugar content of the drink by almost half following the introduction of the UK government’s sugar tax, prompting fans to stockpile cans of the original version.

The piecemeal ban on Scotland’s other national drink, long avowed as the ultimate hangover cure, has caused inevitable outrage on social media, and will likely swell the protests already planned should Trump visit Scotland as part of his trip to the UK in July.

Scotland’s first minster, Nicola Sturgeon, has previously spoken out against a state visit by Trump.

Trump's knife crime comments are ridiculous, says London surgeon

Trauma system director rejects US president’s suggestion that guns are a solution to stabbings

Prof Karim Brohi, another surgeon at the hospital and the director of London’s major trauma system, said knife violence was a serious issue for London.

The London mayor, Sadiq Khan, who has previously clashed with Trump over terrorist attacks in the capital, declined to respond to the president’s latest remarks.

The shadow home secretary, Diane Abbott, set Trump’s comments in the context of Conservative cuts to policing resources and the influence that has had on the rise in violent crime.

How mobile tech is improving healthcare for some of the world’s most remote communities

From app-based diagnosis to mentorship programmes, social
entrepreneurs at this year’s Skoll World Forum shared their thoughts on how tech and collaboration could solve global healthcare challenges. If the targets in the UN’s sustainable development goal three – which aims to ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all ages – are to be met, these gaps in care need to be closed urgently.

With reference to recent research from the World Bank, suggesting that the world’s poorest people are often more likely to have access to mobile phones than electricity or safe drinking water, Conteh remarked how the “ubiquitous nature of mobile technology provides a powerful tool for extending health care to underserved populations at the last mile.”

**Last Mile Health’s CHWs and their supervisors use the mHealth platform, hosted on Android smartphones, to log information on patient interactions and supervision visits in real time.**

The academy’s goal is to reinvent the education of community health workers to help ensure everyone has access to medical care.

Custardo was supposedly created by a cafe in London’s coffee belt, Peckham. It is also, arguably, from the same wheelhouse as bicerin, Turin’s highly prized morning drink, which mixes espresso with chocolate and whole milk, a potent combination that stimulates bodily fear and calorific anguish among churchgoers who drink it after mass.

Michele Vollaro, general manager at London’s Cafe Murano St James, has heard of it but not tried it. What should have been egregious as a pairing was, in fact, as rich and thick as Theresa May’s cabinet, the custard cutting through the espresso’s bitterness.

What should have been egregious as a pairing was, in fact, as rich and thick...
as Theresa May’s cabinet, the custard cutting through the espresso’s bitterness.

The environment of fear created over Jammeh’s 22 years in power meant that everybody – including his health minister, who was a doctor – ensured the president got what he wanted.

Her two-year-old son was also forced to drink Jammeh’s potion.

Amadou Sanneh was made finance minister two days after he was released from the country’s most notorious jail after a three-year stretch.

Details of how Jammeh’s officers operated are emerging in the high-profile trial of the alleged killers of Solo Sandeng, an activist whose death set off a chain of events that led to Jammeh’s downfall.

“We are under a lot of pressure, particularly from the victims, to ensure that there is accountability for the abuses of the past 22 years,” said Ba Tambadou, the country’s justice minister.

Worldwide, truth and reconciliation commissions have met with varying success. The head of the Gambia’s commission, historian Baba Galleh, is studying them, trying to avoid the pitfalls.

Galleh’s ambition is not just to expose what happened under Jammeh, but to dictator-proof the Gambia by building a national identity that goes beyond politics or tribal affiliation.

For Jatta, the HIV-positive woman who now works at the victims’ centre, hearing others’ stories is a form of therapy.

Huddersfield seal Premier League survival and dent Chelsea’s ambitions

Chelsea's ambitions Chelsea's
Huddersfield Town’s sojourn back in the top flight was supposed to be fleeting, a one-season dalliance with the elite, but David Wagner and his side are not done with life at this level just yet.

A point squeezed despite incessant Chelsea pressure will prolong their stay into a second year, effectively at Swansea’s expense.

The joyous visiting players swiftly persuaded the management to cancel the team’s flight home in favour of a coach journey back to west Yorkshire.

It was fitting Town should achieve a campaign’s objective with such a scrap of a performance, a frenzy of blocks and challenges to blunt Chelsea’s Champions League aspirations, with their resolve utterly unbreakable as the home side poured at them through the chaotic latter stages.

It was fitting Town should achieve a campaign’s objective with such a scrap of a performance, a frenzy of blocks and challenges to blunt Chelsea’s Champions League aspirations, with their resolve utterly unbreakable as the home side poured at them through the chaotic latter stages.

One madcap pinball in the visitors’ penalty area seven minutes from time summed up their refusal to wilt, players flinging themselves into a succession of blocks as the ball ricocheted off the mass of bodies

When it eventually broke free to loop up invitingly to Andreas Christensen, the Dane’s header back towards the far corner was tipped thrillingly on to a post and behind for a corner by the diving Jonas Lössl.

The Huddersfield players hold their breath as Jonas Lössl’s fingertip save comes back off the post to deny Chelsea a winner.

Antonio Conte had rested six players here with one eye on the FA Cup final
and while his team’s endeavour could not be doubted, it took the introduction of the cavalry – Olivier Giroud and Eden Hazard – to force parity.

César Azpilicueta’s low centre fizzed across the six-yard box and Mathias Jørgensen, in attempting to hack it clear, succeeded only in belting the ball on to Marcos Alonso’s forehead. César Azpilicueta’s low centre fizzed across the six-yard box and Mathias Jørgensen, in attempting to hack it clear, succeeded only in belting the ball on to Marcos Alonso’s forehead.

Christopher Schindler was vocal and inspirational organising his back-line, Lössl excellent in goal and the Mooy and Jonathan Hogg combination in midfield snapped into challenges to disrupt the home side’s rhythm.

Harry Kane, Dele Alli and Christian Eriksen celebrate Kane’s goal and more Champions League football next season.

League qualification is always a boon, but it was especially appreciated when the news was confirmed at Wembley thanks to Chelsea hitting the brakes at Stamford Bridge because it feels like it’s about something bigger than one campaign in everybody’s favourite European competition.

The idea that an elite club’s ambitions live or die by the Champions League is a bit hysterical at a time when the old top four have turned into a high-ambition six who rightly enter each season thinking they ought to be a contender for a Champions League position.

But Tottenham’s prospects seem tangled up in the chase more intensely than the others because of their stadium rebuild.

Spurs’s form had been fluffy going into this final week of the season, with points frittered away, allowing doubts to gnaw away.

The noise of crackling urgency Jonjo Shelvey’s Jonjo Shelvey’s

Kane’s goal Kane’s

everybody’s favourite European competition.

everybody’s

an elite club’s ambition club’s

Tottenham’s prospects Tottenham’s

Spurs’s form Spurs’s
shuddered through the home crowd early on as Jonjo Shelvey’s thumping free-kick clipped the outside of a post. Tottenham’s stress began to show. Kane’s sureness of touch eluded him when he was in for a one-v-one. It was nervy. The team’s body language changed in that instant. If today’s rags are to be believed, he will move one step closer by acting in a sufficiently brattish manner to make Paris Saint-Germain wearily decide that life’s too short and sell him to Real Madrid. PSG’s interest in Sessegnon could impact on the great property tree that is the transfer market. United, Arsenal and Chelsea are desirous of PSG’s current left-back Layvin Kurzawa. And who knows what that might also mean for Danny Rose’s employment status? For his part, Griezmann is wanted by, among others, Barcelona – who will sell weathered genius Luis Suárez if they get Madrid’s favourite Head and Shoulders shill. Another teenage defender, Porto’s Diogo Leite, is wanted by Liverpool, Man City, Arsenal and – breaking news! – millions of Football Manager junkies. If that happens, there will be no Pep/Big Sam dilemma for Norwich’s James Maddison. Chelsea, Arsenal and Tottenham are also believed to be monitoring Martial’s situation with varying degrees of interest. Mateja Kezman, the player’s agent, told the Serie A website that “Lazio have three big games to go and nobody has talked about any negotiations at this moment.” German TV station Sport 1 have reported that Borussia Dortmund are cooling their interest in Chelsea flop the Premier League club’s valuation of £53m
Tiémoué Bakayoko as they feel the Premier League club’s valuation of £53m for the player is way too high.

Following Liverpool’s defeat at the hands of Chelsea yesterday, Jürgen Klopp sarcastically dismissed speculation that the club have agreed to take Nabil Fekir.

Wilfried Zaha is another player reported to be on Liverpool’s radar, while Chelsea are also understood to be interested in securing the services of the £50m-rated winger.

Liverpool striker Dominic Solanke has been identified as one of Steven Gerrard’s first targets as he prepares to begin life in the Rangers hot-seat.

The Huddersfield manager has not yet secured his side’s Premier League status, but yesterday’s hard-fought point against Manchester City could make all the difference.

The investigation is being led by Julie Dugdale, the head of business at Barnardo’s Training and Consultancy, and Rod Weston-Bartholomew, the charity’s assistant director of children’s services.
According to that player’s account, in an interview with the FA’s safeguarding department, the racist abuse started after joining the club on schoolboy terms.

According to that player’s account, in an interview with the FA’s safeguarding department, the racist abuse started after joining the club on schoolboy terms.

Fears for Serena Williams's French Open as she withdraws in Madrid

Serena Williams has withdrawn from the Madrid Open as she continues to regain full fitness ahead of the French Open later this month, the tournament’s organisers said on Thursday.

Williams, a 23-times grand slam singles champion, was beaten by her sister Venus in her comeback tournament at Indian Wells and last played in her first-round defeat to Japan’s Naomi Osaka at the Miami Open.

Poland’s Agnieszka Radwanska has also withdrawn from the tournament, which runs from 7-13 May, due to a back injury.

Britain’s Kyle Edmund secured one of the biggest victories of his career by defeating the former world No 1 Novak Djokovic in the second round of the Madrid Open.

The policy, which begins immediately and will be rolled out to county cricket in due course, is part of the England and Wales Cricket Board’s new wide-ranging action plan for engaging south Asian communities that is published on Thursday.

With this paper comes an admission from the governing body’s chief executive, Tom Harrison, that the sport has previously fallen short.

Within the 11-point strategy – one that aims to build at least 20 urban cricket centres, install 1,000 artificial pitches in urban areas, beef up scouting networks in the Asian park leagues
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and the ECB’s T20 City Cup, and offer bursaries and mentoring to promising young British Asian players – comes the so-called Rooney Rule.

The board’s action plan has been driven by Lord Patel of Bradford, an ECB director, and involves partnerships with the British Asian Trust, the National Asian Cricket Council, Chance to Shine and sponsors NatWest.

The chief finding was that facilities play a major part and to that end the first two years of the plan will target 10 “core cities” – Birmingham, Bradford, Kirklees, Leeds, Leicester, London, Luton, Manchester, Sandwell and Slough – that house 61% of the 3.2m of the UK’s Asian population, before going nationwide.

Another target in the “core cities” will be to establish female-only cricket sessions for the south Asian community, with 200 female coaches deployed, after the ECB’s research showed a lack of such opportunities to be another concern.

Only 3% of ticket sales for domestic matches come from the south Asian community, compared to a figure of 40% during last summer’s Champions Trophy when India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh took part.

Tatum scored 25 points, Jaylen Brown had 24 and Terry Rozier 17, sinking a pair of free throws after forcing Joel Embiid’s turnover in the final seconds.

Dario Saric had 27 points and 10 rebounds on Wednesday night, while Ben Simmons, many people’s choice for rookie of the year, added 18 points, eight rebounds and six assists.

**Australia’s Aron Baynes was the subject of an odd statistic.** Australia’s Aron Baynes

**Andy Farrell signs extended Ireland deal to dampen England’s hopes**

Andy Farrell has enhanced his reputation during his stint as Ireland’s defence coach.

Andy Farrell’s chances of replacing Andy Farrell’s
Eddie Jones as England’s next head coach look slim after he signed a contract extension with Ireland until the summer of 2020.

Andy Farrell’s chances of replacing Eddie Jones as England’s next head coach look slim after he signed a contract extension with Ireland until the summer of 2020.

Gregor Townsend’s side will play France away on 17 August before facing Georgia a week later and then will host both nations in Edinburgh. The Pro14 final will now kick-off at 6pm – half an hour earlier than originally planned – at Dublin’s Aviva Stadium as a result of a clash with the Uefa Champions League final on Saturday 26 May.

China's anti-spy campaign: cash rewards and warnings of 'dangerous times'

The posters, from Beijing’s national security bureau, include a hotline to call “in dangerous times”.

The country’s ministry of education called for national security to be introduced in the school curriculum.

The campaigns are centred around the idea that ‘everyone is responsible’ for participating in China’s state security.

Under Xi, China has passed a series of national security laws that broaden the government’s already wide remit to investigate and monitor individuals it deems a threat to stability.

Foreign individuals or groups can be punished for fabricating, distorting facts, or issuing information that harm China’s national security.

Others say that the campaign against foreign spies is more about distracting from the party’s broad anti-corruption campaign and what many see as the government’s tightening hold over media, academia, and society overall.

So far, the provincial coroner’s office has identified eight of the 12.
eight of the 12.

Then on 7 February a new one washed ashore, discovered by a hiker along Vancouver Island’s Botanical Beach. Think about it, if they tied a chain around someone’s ankle and threw them overboard, the foot would just pop off.

**Canadian police are investigating after a human foot washed up on the shores of British Columbia – marking the 14th time since 2007 that tides have carried a shoe-clad foot on to the province’s coastline.**

After an object tangled in sea kelp captured his dog’s attention, he leaned in for a closer look and found a fibula and tibia attached to a left foot, all of it encased in a white sock and black Velcro shoe.

Yukon bar’s 40-year-old signature drink, the sourtoe cocktail, featured the blackened toe inside – until a customer allegedly ran off with it.

A severed human toe used in the Downtown hotel’s ‘sourtoe cocktail’ – a Dawson City tradition.

The three-day summit, where the year 2033 features prominently as a target date for a manned mission to Earth’s neighbour, boasts virtual reality demonstrations and 111 speakers including Vera Mulyani, who has been dubbed a “Marschitect”.

**Cruz also reflected on his state’s deep involvement in space programmes.**

**Nasa’s latest mission to another planet is set to blast off on Saturday on a seven month voyage across the frigid depths of space to Mars, with the aim of mapping the planet’s interior for the first time.**

Another is a seismometer that will be the lander’s robotic
placed on the surface by the lander’s robotic arm.

Bruce Banerdt, the principal investigator on the mission at Nasa’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California, said he expects InSight to record at least a dozen, but perhaps 100, marsquakes of magnitude 3.5 or stronger over the two year mission.

Even the minuscule uplift of the ground caused by the gravitational pull of Mars’s moon, Phobos, should register on its instruments.

Two antennas on the probe enable ground controllers to track the lander’s precise position on the Martian surface.

With that information, scientists can monitor how much Mars wobbles on its axis, movement that sheds light on the size of the planet’s core and whether it is liquid or solid.

Technicians inspect the InSight lander’s solar arrays before launch.

On Monday, during a call with astronaut Peggy Whitson, who was aboard the International Space Station, Nasa’s longest standing and most daunting goals.

Even with private partnerships that Trump has encouraged, for instance with Elon Musk’s SpaceX, getting to Mars will take years.

In the bill last month, Trump and Congress kept most of the agency’s funds intact, at about $19bn, but cut $200m for climate science, education programs and an asteroid mission that Nasa had hoped would be a stepping stone to Mars.

Larson wrote in an op-ed last month that at the rate set by Trump’s budget request, sending “humans to Mars in less than a decade is not just impossible, it’s laughable”.

On Thursday, the agency pushed back its planned 2018 test flight to 2019, after a report by the Government
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Trump’s system’s readiness to fly.
Accountability Office cast doubt on the rocket system’s readiness to fly. SpaceX’s CEO Musk wants to reach Mars by 2024, but has acknowledged that his private company would probably need help and luck for that “optimistic” timeline.

Nasa’s Earth science division is set to be stripped of funding as the president-elect seeks to shift focus away from home in favor of deep space exploration. It’s understood that federal government scientists have been unnerved by Trump’s dismissal of climate science and are concerned that their work will be sidelined as part of a new pro-fossil fuels and deregulation agenda.

Racing’s hidden crisis: 'Nobody wants to shovel s--- these days'